Atoh1 and other related key regulators in the development of auditory sensory epithelium in the mammalian inner ear: function and interplay.
Damage or loss of auditory hair cells leads to irreversible sensorineural hearing loss in human, thus regeneration of these cells to reconstruct auditory sensory epithelium holds the promise for the treatment of deafness. Regulatory factors involved in the development of auditory sensory epithelium play crucial roles in hair cell regeneration and hearing restoration. Here, we first focus on the transcription factor Atoh1 which is critical for hair cell development and regeneration, and comprehensively summarize the current understanding of the protein structure, target binding motif, developmental expression pattern, functional role, and upstream and downstream regulatory mechanism of Atoh1 in the context of controlling the cell fate commitment to hair cells or transdifferentiation from supporting cells. We also discuss cellular context dependency of Atoh1 in hair cell induction which should be taken into consideration when using Atoh1 gene therapy for hair cell regeneration. Next, we review the roles of Gfi1, Pou4f3, and Barhl1 in hair cell maturation and maintenance, and suggest that manipulation of these genes and their downstream targets will be helpful for the generation of functional hair cells with long-term viability. Finally, we provide an overview of the interplay between Notch, Wnt, Shh, and FGF signaling pathways during auditory sensory epithelium development. By analyzing crosstalk between these pathways, we suggest that combination of Wnt signaling activation with Hey1 and Hey2 inhibition will be crucial for hair cell regeneration and hearing restoration. Furthermore, this review highlights the importance of deeper understanding of the cellular context for hair cell development and the interconnection between these key regulators in developing new strategies to treat sensorineural hearing loss.